THE CIRCULAR INNOVATION SPRINT
Unearth Breakthrough Sustainability Ideas and Opportunities Fast
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GET OUT-OF-THE-BLOCKS ON THE
CIRCULAR ECONOMY
Everyone wants a piece of the Circular Economy, but how do
you harness it for innovation and growth?
The Circular Economy is emerging a new business paradigm, a
way to do well by doing good
People often mistake this as simply about waste, switching
materials or better recycling - all end-of-life issues that can reduce
cost or risks but are nothing really to do with rethinking or
reinventing business.
Yet this masks an unexpected truth and a missed opportunity. The
Circular Economy is a call-to-arms to innovate, a trigger for new
thinking, creativity and new business that can unlock a $4.5
trillion business opportunity.
Getting this right isn’t easy and that’s why we’ve created a
process to help.
Introducing The Circular Innovation Sprint, our proprietary
method to unlock circular opportunities fast
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BRAND LEADERS ARE WAKING UP TO CIRCULAR INNOVATION

“We’re innovating a new business
model for the 21st century, in which
supply chains are lean, green,
equitable, and fair, and our materials
and products are sustainable.”
Mark Parker, CEO

“Transforming IKEA into a “circular”
business is one of our biggest ambitions
and challenges for the future… It
requires an innovative mind-set.”
Peter Van Der Poel, Managing
Director IKEA Range & Supply

“The circular economy already
represents 25% of our turnover, but
we believe we can do more.”
Estelle Brachlianoff, SVP UK&I,
Veolia
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“Our circular economy thinking
provides a real competitive
advantage since a growing number
of customers (and others) demand
more sustainable specifications.”
Frans Van Houten, CEO

“Altogether our recycling and
remanufacturing affiliates generate a
revenue of half a billion euros, half of
them being purely circular.”
Jean-Philippe Hermine VP
Environmental Strategy, Renault
reboot innovation

WHAT’S YOUR
CIRCULAR INNOVATION OPPORTUNITY?
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THE PROCESS
How our Circular Innovation Sprint Works in Practice
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01 INFORM

02 IMMERSION

03 INSIGHTS

04 IDEAS

05 IMPLEMENT

Understand the business,
circularity and customer
landscape

Synthesise into clear
themes and trends

Define Opportunity Areas

Create concepts that bring
opportunities to life

Conclude & recommend
with action plans

1.1 Kick-off Meeting

2.1 Identify headline themes
and trends emerging

3.1 Clarify Circular Innovation
Opportunity Areas (circa 6-8)

5.1 Customer testing and
feedback

2.2 Create research synthesis.

3.2 Insights and
Opportunities Workshop

4.1 Idea Generation Creative
Workshop - perhaps with
external experts

1.2 Data Mining - past
Circular Economy work
1.3 Internal Stakeholder
Interviews
1.4 Quickscan Market Review
- competitor, peer & circular
innovation leaders
1.5 Technical Review Circular materials,
processing & infrastructure,
etc

3.3 Test, validate and
develop results - with
relevant audiences
3.4 Finalise Opportunity
Areas - with clear Insights

4.2 Concept development

5.2 Content creation &
internal case making

4.3 Test and validate with
internal audiences

5.3 Embed into Innovation
planning

4.4 Concept revision and
finalisation

5.4 Develop final
conclusions,
recommendations & action
plans

1.6 Circular Customer
Research review
1.7 Circular Impact Mapping
- your category/products
1.8 Circular Innovation Expert
Interviews
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WHAT YOU GET
As a result of the Sprint you will get:

-Winning new product, service and business model ideas and concepts with commercial and sustainability benefits
-A set of clear, discrete projects that can fit into your Innovation Pipeline
-Action plan/roadmap to make these Circular Innovations happen
-Increased understanding, capacity and confidence on Circular Economy
-Inspired and motivated internal innovators
WHO IS THIS FOR
Sprint’s are aimed at innovators and creatives looking for new opportunities, including but not exclusively:
- Brand, Marketing and/or Category teams
- Innovation and/or R&D functions
- Designers and Product Developers
- Sustainability and CSR groups
- Agencies and consultancies innovating for their clients
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HOW SPRINTS CAN BE DELIVERED
We can oﬀer and deliver diﬀerent types of Sprint - from an in-depth, full-on pilot through to a more light-touch call-to-arms.

Circular Innovation Deep-Dive

Circular Innovation Short

The ideal Sprint is 12-weeks
from start-to-finish.

The original, concentrated Sprint A one-day workshop that is a
format for the purist - across
part-training, part-ideation
5-10 days
session.

This can identify and develop a
winning circular concept(s) or
solution(s) with a full-on project
that uses our proprietary
Circular Innovation Sprint
Process.
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This short-format also identifies
winning circular concept(s) or
solution(s) that illuminate the
opportunity for you - needing
plenty of up-front planning and
commitment to succeed.

Circular Innovation Pow-Wow

Circular Innovation Espresso
This 2-hour inspiration session over breakfast, lunch, drinks.

This intro session can get your
innovators up-to-speed and
Here you can identify Circular
Innovation idea(s) and an action motivated on the Circular
plan/roadmap to deliver this and Economy, being the perfect
compliment to a ‘standard'
create momentum internally.
innovation workshop
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PAST PROJECTS
Track Record on Circular Innovation
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Designing the worlds most ethical smartphone

Creating Taste from Waste

AI-enabled smart scales that slash food waste

Product strategy and design of the Fairphone 2, a
world-first modular, repairable and ethically
sourced mobile/cell phone

Strategy and innovation for Yeo Valley Left Yeovers
a dairy product innovation using surplus
ingredients that would otherwise go to waste

Product strategy and design of Winnow Vision: a
revolutionary new smart bin that helps
commercial kitchens be more profitable and
sustainable cutting wasted food by half
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650 × 330

Finding New Life from Old Paint

Circular Innovation Discovery Project

Running a Sustainable Innovation Lab

Creative and technical partner on the development
of a world-first mainstream recycled paint, Dulux
Evolve

An innovation deep-dive to create a pipeline of
future circular innovations for leading ‘natural’s
Beauty and Personal Care brand Burt’s Bees’ frontend R&D activities

Design and management of the UK Green
Building Council’s Innovation Lab a structured
program of work to innovate more agile spaces
with M&S, Carillion, LandSec and Canary Wharf
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NICE THINGS PEOPLE SAY ABOUT OUR CIRCULAR INNOVATION WORK

Chris and the reboot team ran a
fantastic innovation process which was
both fresh and new, and yet
reassuringly familiar… Most importantly
the project hit all internal objectives: it
was delivered on time and budget, the
results tested well with consumers, and
the outputs will influence our innovation
going forward. Highly recommended!
Matt Kopac, Sustainable Business and
Innovation manager, Burt’s Bees

"The Circular Innovation project that
Chris ran for us looked and felt just like
'normal' innovation, which was great.
The research was really insightful and
some exciting new concepts to tackle
waste emerged from the process, that
we are now looking at developing.”
Ted Szuman, Head of Innovation,
AkzoNobel

“I hired Chris to design and facilitate a
Sustainable Packaging Roadmapping
workshop. His depth of sustainability
experience and skill were evident (from
creative suggestions like zero-waste/
packaging-free dinner, to an inspiring
external speaker). Most important, the
workshop was productive - both the
Roadmap created and participants’
motivation - thanks in large part to Chris’
contribution.”
William Leo, R&D Director, Beverage
category
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WHO LEADS THE SPRINT?
Reboot Innovation is led by Chris Sherwin, a recognised expert in
sustainable innovation and circular design. For 20+ years he has worked
at the cutting edge of sustainability, linking environmental and social
responsibility to innovation, design and marketing, in corporate (Electrolux,
Philips), non-profit (Forum for the Future) and consultancy (Interbrand,
Dragon Rouge, Seymourpowell) positions.

“

I’m on a mission
to leave a ‘littlegreen-dent-in-theworld’

Chris has worked on hundreds of projects with businesses like Unilever,
P&G, Mars, General Mills, Sony, ebay, Sainsburys, Fairphone, Beiersdorf,
Asda, WRAP, FareShare, UK Green Building Council, Metsa Group,
Pernod Picard, Marks and Spencer, and many others.
CONTACT:
Please contact Chris Sherwin: chris@rebootinnovation.com,
07793058844 for more detail.
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BE FIRST TO THE WINNING LINE WITH THE
CIRCULAR INNOVATION SPRINT
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